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ABOUT
Gini Martinez is a former small business owner and award-winning public speaker with 20 years of
collaborating with clients to better understand their needs and help them achieve their mind-body fitness
goals. As a researcher, she values curiosity, deep listening, and empathy to best understand users’ and
stakeholders’ needs. Her experience designing professional development materials and facilitating
workshops for groups of 20-30 of her peers helped develop her storytelling and presentation skills. In 2018,
she returned to higher education to pursue a bachelor’s degree in psychology. During this time, she gained
experience employing a number of user experience skills, such as conducting in-depth qualitative
interviews, competitive analysis, statistical analyses, and design thinking, to name a few. She is currently a
master’s candidate in applied cognitive psychology for user experience research at Claremont Graduate
University with plans to complete the program in May of 2023.

RESEARCH CASE STUDY
CHALLENGES FOR iOS EMOJI USERS WITH PRESBYOPIA
For my master’s level UX Strategy & Design class, I explored the problem of identifying and differentiating
between small emojis on the iPhone after developing presbyopia (age-related farsightedness).
I was the sole researcher on this project, which took place within the constraints of a 16-week class without
any outside funding. I conducted all qualitative and quantitative research remotely. While I utilized many
free resources, I also paid for some out of my own pocket.

WHAT I KNEW:
1. Since developing age-related farsightedness (but not regularly needing reading glasses to read text)
I had trouble seeing and differentiating between emojis in the iOS menu on my phone.
2. One other friend expressed experiencing this same problem.
3. 80% of North Americans have age-related farsightedness.
4. iOS emojis are 3cm2 (on the iPhone 13 mini).

WHAT I WANTED TO LEARN:
1. Do iOS users with farsightedness, who like to utilize emojis in their social media communications, have
trouble seeing and differentiating between emojis in the text menu?
2. How prevalent is this in the population?
3. What are the attitudes and behaviors of users that can help inform next steps toward a solution?

DISCOVERY PROCESS
In order to find out if and how this emoji problem exists in the world for other people, I needed to be clear
about what I wanted to explore, from the user’s perspective. First, I developed a radical problem statement.
I needed some additional provisional assumptions–regarding users’ demographics, psychographics,
behaviors, needs, and goals–to test, so I created a provisional persona.
It was important to identify the characteristics of participants I would need for my discovery research, so
utilizing my provisional persona, I identified a target market.
With a problem statement, provisional persona, and target market identified, I was able to develop the
unique benefits I hoped to provide users into a value proposition.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Today, when people experiencing presbyopia (age-related farsightedness) try to incorporate emojis into
their text and social media posts, via their mobile device, they struggle to discern the tiny images and are
left to abandon the endeavor so as to not choose the wrong image and experience embarrassment.
This is unacceptable because it precludes nearly 80% of the population (in North America) from using
emojis, which are a fun and essential part of modern digital communication.
I envision a world where everyone can quickly and easily recognize and utilize emojis on their mobile
devices.

I am bringing this world about through a mobile application that seamlessly integrates with iMessage on
any iOS mobile device.

PROVISIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
DESCRIPTION
AGE

40+

GENDER

Men and women

EDUCATION

Some college or more

GEOGRAPHY

United States

OCCUPATION

Professionals

HOUSEHOLD TYPE

Married with children

HOUSEHOLD INCOME

75k+

BEHAVIORS
LIFESTYLE

Busy

ROUTINES

●

Grocery shops every Sunday

●

Gets takeout every Thursday

●

Volunteers as high school debate judge

●

Likes to hike new trail once/mo

ACTIVITIES

TECHNOLOGY

iOS devices

SOCIAL MEDIA

SHOPPING BRANDS

●

Text

●

Tweet

●

Slack

●

Discord

●

Trader Joe’s

●

Nike

●

Amazon

ENGAGEMENT LEVEL

High

HOBBIES & INTERESTS

●

NCAA sports

●

Binge watches entire season of Station Eleven after its release

●

To feel they’re expressing all facets of themselves

●

To not feel like they’re missing out on parts of a conversation

●

Thinks emoticons/GIFs/memes enhance digital comms

●

Appreciates eﬃcient modes of comm

●

Unable to identify an appropriate emoticon quickly and easily

●

Unable to feel conﬁdent about incorporating emoticons into digital

NEEDS & GOALS
NEEDS

ATTITUDES

PAIN POINTS

comms via mobile devices
CHALLENGES

EXPECTATIONS

●

Can’t see small emoticons

●

Can’t differentiate between different similar emoticons

●

Quick

●

Easy

●

Helpful

JOBS TO BE DONE
EMOTIONAL STATE

BLOCKERS & OBJECTIONS

Be more expressive in their digital comms on their iOS device
●

Frustrated

●

Feels left out

●

Stiﬂed

Does not want to download a separate app solution

TARGET MARKET
People who experience presbyopia (age-related farsightedness) and use an iOS mobile device.

VALUE PROPOSITION
A mobile application that empowers people experiencing age-related farsightedness to easily recognize
and confidently utilize emojis in iMessage on their iOS device

EXPLORATORY QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
Once I had a value proposition, I developed an exploratory qualitative research plan to gain greater
insights into if and how this emoji problem exists in the world for participants.

RESEARCH PLAN
RECRUITING PARTICIPANTS

Friends & family

SAMPLE SIZE

3-5

METHODS/TOOLS

In-person & Zoom

SCREENING

ASSUMPTIONS

●

40+

●

Wears corrective lenses for farsightedness

●

High engagement in digital social communications

●

Difficulty seeing emojis

●

Difficulty differentiating between similar emojis

●

Do not feel confident using emojis outside of frequently
used

DEMOGRAPHICS COLLECTED

SAMPLE QUESTIONS

●

Want easy, convenient, helpful solution

●

Age

●

Family

●

Gender

●

Occupation

1.

What types of social media do you use?

2.

How do you feel about using emojis in digital
communications (texts or social media)? [Can you
elaborate on that?]

3.

How would you characterize your feelings about using
them?

4. Can you talk a little bit more about that in your
personal communications?
5. Which emojis do you typically use in a digital
communication?
6. Why do you use those emojis?
7.

Can you describe any challenges you’ve faced when
trying to incorporate emojis into your digital
communications? [Can you elaborate on that?]

8. Is that the only challenge you’ve encountered?
9. Have you ever had trouble seeing the emojis?
10. If you have trouble seeing the emoji, does that impact
your use of emojis in any way?
11. How have you been able to overcome these
challenges?
12. Do you always have your readers with you?
13. If there was an app that would make it easier to
incorporate emojis into your digital communications,
what would you think?

SNAPSHOT OF EXPLORATORY RESEARCH RESPONSES

The exploratory qualitative research validated my assumptions about users’ experiences, desires, and
goals. It also provided new insights into users’ motivations for using emojis (connecting with family,
professional norms), obstacles to wearing reading glasses (vanity), and revealed anxiety felt over choosing
the wrong emoji, whether due to their inability to accurately discern what it is or not knowing if it had an
alternative meaning.

I recommended to research if a solution to these problems already exists, explore if this problem exists more
prevalently in the greater population, and consider a possible need for a common uses vs. Urban Dictionary
feature. Ultimately, I decided to put a pin in the last recommendation because it was outside the scope of
discovery and the problem space.
Next, I used the results of the exploratory qualitative research in hand to research solutions in the
marketplace and conducted a competitive analysis of direct and indirect competitors to inform next steps
in the discovery process.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
I consulted Mobileaction, Dun and Bradstreet , Apollo, Crunchbase, and the App Store to gather existing
solutions and analyze competitor strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. I downloaded every iOS
solution I identified to my iPhone and tried them out myself to get a feel for how they worked and to better
understand features and bugs referenced in user reviews.

SNAPSHOT OF COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS FINDINGS

The competitive analysis revealed that 6 iOS apps offer large emojis and 30% of those seamlessly integrate
with iMessage. Integrating with iMessage means they could be used without having to leave iMessage and

open a secondary application to insert an emoji into a text, which fulfills the users’ desire for a simple and
easy solution. However, none of those apps solve the emoji problem as part of their value proposition and
60% of them had not been updated since 2016.

Example of 2 existing app solutions
integrating with iMessage

I recommended creating a concept evaluation plan to identify the next round of high-level questions to
ask, develop hypotheses to test, and select the appropriate methods and tools to be used.

CONCEPT EVALUATION PLAN
HIGH-LEVEL OBJECTIVE:

We need to test our hypotheses regarding users’ attitudes and behaviors toward the emoji
problem and potential solutions to better understand their needs prior to designing and
prototyping our solution.

RESEARCH QUESTION 1

Do farsighted users with iPhones like using emojis?

UNDERLYING ASSUMPTION

Users think emojis are a fun and valuable part of digital communications.

HYPOTHESIS 1

If farsighted users with iPhones use emojis in their text messages, then they value them as
an important part of digital communication.

RESEARCH QUESTION 2

Do farsighted users with iPhones have a hard time differentiating between small emojis?

UNDERLYING ASSUMPTION

Users who are farsighted are more likely to have trouble seeing small emojis.

HYPOTHESIS 2

If a user is farsighted, then they are likely to have trouble seeing small emojis.

RESEARCH QUESTION 3

Are farsighted users with iPhones, who have trouble seeing small emojis, willing to
download a separate app solution?

UNDERLYING ASSUMPTION

Users are more likely to prefer simplicity and do not want to have to switch back and forth
between iMessage and a different application to solve their small emoji problem.

HYPOTHESIS 3

If a user finds emojis hard to see, they are more likely to be willing to download a separate
app solution.

METHODS
HYPOTHESIS 1 - HOW WE

●

Attitudes

MEASURE

●

Rate Likert statements scale 1-5

HYPOTHESIS 2 - HOW WE

●

Attitudes

MEASURE

●

Rate Likert statements scale 1-5

HYPOTHESIS 3 - HOW WE

●

Attitudes

MEASURE

●

Rate Likert statements scale 1-5

●

PollPool

●

social media (twitter, linkedin, instagram)

●

friends

●

colleagues

●

irl social network

●

Must have presbyopia (men & women age 40+)

●

Must use iOS device

●

Must use emojis in texts

●

Must reside in North America

SUGGESTED NUMBER OF

●

Interviews: 3 - 10 ppl

PARTICIPANTS

●

Quantitative: ≥ 20 ppl

●

Survey: ≥ 100

●

Qualtrics — Student account

●

GoogleForms — free

●

SurveyMonkey — $25/mo

●

UserInterviews — $175/mo (60 sessions/yr)

●

PollPool — free-ish (poll coins)

●

SurveySwap - free-ish (need to take others’ surveys)

●

SurveyCircle - free-ish (need to take others’ surveys)

●

Reddit - free

PARTICIPANTS
RECRUITING TACTICS

SCREENER CRITERIA

RESOURCES

SAMPLING

●

Convenience

●

PollPool

●

social media (twitter, linkedin, instagram)

●

friends

●

colleagues

●

irl social network

TIMELINE
1. IDEAL OPTION - 6 WEEKS

●

Recruiting participants takes place April 11 - April 29 (need time to build up points on PoolPoll, SurveySwap, & SurveyCircle)

●

Collecting surveys takes place semi-concurrently April 18 - May 6

●

Will check in with stakeholders after collecting surveys (tentatively on April 29) to give a sense of what we think we found
and if any revisions need to be made

●

Data analysis will be completed by May 13

●

Report of findings will be delivered to stakeholders on May 20

2. MAKE IT WORK! OPTION - 3 WEEKS

●

Recruiting participants takes place April 11 - April 20 (need time to build up points on PoolPoll, SurveySwap, & SurveyCircle)

●

Collecting surveys takes place semi-concurrently April 13 - April 20

●

Will check in with stakeholders after collecting surveys (tentatively on April 22) to give a sense of what we think we found
and if any revisions need to be made

●

Data analysis will be completed by April 25

●

Report of findings will be delivered to stakeholders on April 29

MATERIALS
SURVEY DRAFT

What this study is about
The purpose of this study is to understand how people use emojis on an iPhone. Your participation in this study will help us
create potential new apps.

Your participation in this study is voluntary
You can leave the survey at any time by closing your browser.

Information we want to collect
We will ask you some questions about how you use emojis in the survey.

How we ensure your privacy
The researchers will not have any identifying information about you. We may publish research reports that include your
comments and answers but your data will be anonymous. This means your name and identity will not be linked in our
research reports to anything you say. We will delete your personal data after two years. If you have any questions, please
contact Gini Martinez at gini.martinez@cgu.edu.

Your consent
Please sign this form showing that you consent to us
I give my consent:

◦ Yes
◦ No

SCREENER QUESTIONS
1. Do you own an iPhone?

◦ Yes
◦ No
2. Do you wear corrective lenses (glasses or contacts) to see objects up close?

◦ Yes
◦ No
3. If no, has your doctor ever recommended that you wear corrective lenses (glasses or contacts) to see objects up close?

◦ Yes
◦ No
LIKERT SCALE QUESTIONS
Please read each of the following statements carefully and rate how strongly you agree with each one.
1-Strongly disagree

2-Somewhat disagree

3-Neither agree nor disagree

4-Somewhat agree

1. I like using emojis in my text messages.
2. I think emojis are a fun way to express myself in text messages.
3. Sometimes it is hard to see the details of emojis in the keyboard menu.
4. I do not think emojis are important for communicating in my text messages.
5. It is easy for me to find the best emoji in the keyboard menu to convey my feelings.
6. I value having a diverse menu of emoji images to choose from.
7. I cannot always tell the difference between emojis in the keyboard menu.

5-Strongly agree

8. I like taking my time to find the right emoji for a text message.
9. I am often concerned I will choose the wrong emoji because I cannot see the menu clearly and my message will be
misinterpreted by the receiver.
10. I like to use other emoji applications besides the one that comes standard with my iPhone.
11. Sometimes I send an emoji in a separate text message so it will appear larger to the receiver.
12. Sometimes I worry I will accidentally send the wrong emoji in a text because I could not see it clearly.
13. If the emojis in the keyboard menu were larger, it would be easier for me to choose the right one.
14. It is important to me that I use the same emoji keyboard menu as the people I text with.
15. I like to use unique emoji images that make my text messages stand out from other people’s.
16. I would be willing to download a separate application if it made emoji details easier to see.
17. I find it easy to see the differences between different emoji images in my iPhone keyboard menu.
18. I would use emojis in my text messages more often if I could tell them apart more easily.
19. I would not download an application just to make sure I can choose the right emoji.
20. I think it is fun to try new applications on my phone.

OPEN ENDED QUESTION
21. If you have trouble seeing the details of emojis in the standard iPhone menu, what current workaround methods do you
use?

DEMOGRAPHICS

22. What is your year of birth?
23. Gender Identity (select all that apply) [OPTIONS ORDER WILL BE RANDOMIZED]

◦ Non-binary/non-conforming Transgender
◦ Male
◦ Prefer not to say
◦ Female
◦ Self-identify______________
24. Are you of Hispanic, Latino, or of Spanish origin?

◦ Yes
◦ Maybe
◦ No
25. How would you describe yourself? (select all that apply) [OPTIONS ORDER WILL BE RANDOMIZED]

◦ Prefer not to say
◦ Middle Eastern or North African
◦ Native Hawaiian or Paciﬁc Islander
◦ Asian American or Asian
◦ American Indian or Alaska Native
◦ Hispanic or Latino
◦ African American or Black
◦ White or Caucasian
◦ Self-identify______________
26. What is the highest level of education you have completed?

◦ High school
◦ Some college
◦ Associates degree
◦ Bachelor's degree
◦ Master's degree
◦ PhD or higher

QUANTITATIVE SURVEY RESEARCH
Once I had a concept evaluation plan in place, I was able to create a quantitative survey within Qualtrics.
Because I needed participants who only use iOS devices, I screened for individuals who have been given a
more general diagnosis of farsightedness, rather than a more specific diagnosis of age-related
farsightedness so as to not further constrain my potential participant pool. While I had proposed 6-week
and 3-week timeline options in my concept evaluation plan, the constraints of an academic semester
presented an even shorter timeline of just 2 weeks. Due to the tight schedule, I was not able to take full
advantage of the survey sharing sites.
WHAT ACTUALLY HAPPENED TIMELINE - 2 WEEKS
● Recruiting participants took place April 24 - April 29 (recruited mostly from Twitter, LinkedIn, Reddit,
family, and friends)
● Collecting surveys took place simultaneously April 24 - April 29
● Checked in with stakeholders after collecting surveys and began analysis
● Data analysis completed by May 3

● Report of findings was delivered to stakeholders on May 6
After publishing my survey, I began posting it to various social media sites–Twitter, LinkedIn, Reddit–and
inviting classmates to share with their friends and family. I also posted to several survey sharing
sites–PoolPoll, SurveyCircle, and SureySwap–and began taking other researchers’ surveys to help build up
points.

RESULTS & RECOMMENDATIONS
Despite having only one week of data collection, I was able to obtain a respectable sample of n = 35, with a
mean age of 50, and a ratio of 2:1 females to males. I was able to make meaningful analysis of the data and
recommend next steps.
With regard to participants having trouble seeing emojis and differentiating between similar emojis, the
data clustered around the mean. While this did not overwhelmingly signal that the emoji problem exists in
the majority of the population, it did further confirm the problem exists and that more discovery is
warranted. I did find a positive relationship between participants who had trouble seeing small emojis and
those who would be willing to download a separate app solution. In fact, there were approximately 5
extreme users who were highly enthusiastic about downloading a separate app solution.

Extreme users who have trouble seeing small
emojis and are willing to download a separate
app solution

WHAT I LEARNED
What worked well?

●

I was able to acquire reasonable sample sizes for both the qualitative and
quantitative research.

●

There were clear insights gleaned at each step of the research process (I
suspect that is not always the case).

What challenges did I

●

encounter?

What would I do differently

The learning curve was my primary challenge, as this was my first UX
research project. I didn’t know what I didn’t know.

●

The timeline to turn around the quantitative survey research was tight.

●

Fairly early in the process I caught myself being driven by potential solutions

and/or additionally?

rather than the problem and found that to be a distraction. Going forward, I
would allocate a place (shared doc, notebook, whiteboard) for ideas related
to potential solutions from the start, so that they can be recorded for future
reference and free that cognitive space for problem discovery.
●

I would have recorded the qualitative interviews. It would have been nice to
have audio snippets and screenshots of participants for my deliverables.

●

I would have included many of the qualitative interview questions in the
quantitative survey questionnaire. I would have included more
psychographic questions in the survey questionnaire. In hindsight, I saw how
valuable it was to capture participants’ attention for the survey and I should
have capitalized on that by gathering as much information from them as
reasonably possible.

●

I would have included a final question in the quant survey asking if they were
open to being contacted for follow-up questions.

●

I would keep a running diary of what I did at each step, why I did it, what
resulted from it, and what that meant for the project. This would be useful for
communicating to stakeholders later on as well as influencing future
research projects.
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Why Conducting UX Research
Is Essential for Product
and Content Usability
By Gini Martinez

Exploratory UX research helps you to identify user needs to
effectively develop and communicate usable solutions.

A

Interaction Design Foundation as, “a

satisfactorily,”1 is essential to a product’s success.
However, before product content can be designed
user goal achievement, those goals need to be
user experience (UX) research comes to play. UX
research is the methodological process of
gathering contextual feedback from users
regarding their jobs to be done and any related
pain points. UX researchers are curious to make
discoveries about users and the goals they are

Getting to Know Your Audience
Imagine you’re working on a product that helps
connect people who like to pet dogs with people
who own dogs and are happy to let strangers pet
them. (In this example, both the people seeking
dogs to pet and the people providing the dogs
would be considered users, but for the purpose of
this exercise, we will focus solely on the former.)
Conducting qualitative exploratory UX research
by interviewing a handful of people who like to
pet dogs can help a product team to empathize
with who they are and what they need in order to
create the most valuable solution (product) for
them and communicate that solution effectively.

work produces are an essential reference for any
product team.
intercom | https://www.stc.org
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Research can shed light on the behavior of people
who seek dogs to pet:
• Are they likely to join community groups?
• Do potential dog petters follow a lot of animal
content on social media?
• Is it common for them to keep a To Do list?

WHY CONDUCTING UX RESEARCH IS ESSENTIAL FOR PRODUCT AND CONTENT USABILITY

All of these elements not only help product
development, but content development as well.

Informing User-Centered Design
Research can help us to better understand the
goals of people seeking dogs to pet:
• What motivates people to want to pet dogs?
Maybe the goal is to relieve anxiety, to study
the pet-able-ness of different breeds, to lower
blood pressure, or to have some fun.
• What barriers do people encounter when trying to
achieve their dog petting goals? They might have
trouble locating dogs nearby or with owners
who don’t mind sharing their dogs with
strangers.
• What about the context in which users are trying
to achieve their goals? Maybe people like to plan
in real time.
Research can tell us more about the
demographics of people who seek dogs to pet:
• Are young people more interested in petting
dogs?
• Do potential dog petters live in apartments or
single-family homes?
• Is it more common for full-time students or
employees to seek out dogs to pet?
Research can shed light on the psychographics of
people who seek dogs to pet:
• What do they believe in? Maybe they are parents
who think it’s important to socialize their
children with dogs but aren’t allowed to keep
one in their apartment.
• What do they value? Maybe they prefer
alternative means to treat high blood
pressure versus taking medication.
• What do they aspire to? Maybe their goal is to
one day meet a dog from each breed and
check them off their bucket list.

If you’re familiar with the double diamond2
approach to design thinking, you know that it
begins with divergent thinking, which is about
being curious and keeping an open mind about if
and how a problem exists in the world. Divergent
thinking is the essence of discovery and
discovery is the theme of exploratory UX
research. With that in mind, you can see that UX
research focuses deeply on the problem potential
dog petters have. Insights gleaned during UX
research can help to inform user-centered design
decisions made about the product.
How insights gleaned during exploratory UX
who seek dogs to pet might look like:

•
•

•

on the go? Maybe the solution needs to be a
mobile application.
Are many potential dog petters parents? Maybe
dogs.
Is it important to track the breeds they’ve pet?
Maybe there needs to be a master list tab
where they can check them off one at a time
after petting a dog from each breed, like a
birdwatching app.

What if all a product’s users don’t share the
same characteristics?
They won’t, and that’s okay. Discovering trends in
the goals, demographics, psychographics, and
behaviors of a product’s target market is the
objective of exploratory UX research. Often a UX
research team will capture the most important
trends and turn them into a persona (or personas,
if a product has multiple market segments).
meaningful key attributes of a product’s target
market.3 Highlighting and organizing those
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usually have an alliterative name and include a
photo to help make them memorable to all the
product team members.

Know Your Personas

Not all of a product’s
users will share the same
characteristics, and that’s okay.
WHY CONDUCTING UX RESEARCH IS ESSENTIAL FOR PRODUCT AND CONTENT USABILITY

attributes succinctly onto a single page provides
team members with a valuable reference to help
guide and focus decisions made about the design

UX Research Sets the Stage for
Product Success
Getting UX research into the hands of product
team members empowers them to create with the
user in mind, which contributes to the product’s
usability and ultimate success.
While user feedback should be systematically
sought after and valued throughout a product’s
lifespan to maximize its impact on product
design and usability, it ideally predates the
product’s existence in the form of exploratory UX
research. After all, how can you know what
solution to create if you don’t know exactly what
the problem is or who has it?

Here we have Excited Eliza, named so because
she gets very excited whenever she meets a new
dog. It’s the highlight of her day and always
soothes her anxiety. Eliza is a self-aware,
student who misses her family dog since moving
away. The applications she uses multiple times
daily include her calendar, a mindfulness app,
and a popular photo sharing app. She values
spending time outdoors with dogs and other
people away from her academics but needs help
making that happen.
Having essential insights about Excited Eliza at
creating the solution to her dog petting needs. UX
research insights support the decision-making
process for designers, information architects,
developers, writers, and so on, enabling them to
produce a user-centered product that facilitates
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achievement for people seeking dogs to pet.
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